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Objective. This aTtide links two dimensions of occupational therapy lUithin the context of professionalism:
the role of caring and the implications of occupational therapy being a predominantlv female profession.
Method. Seven occupationaltherap/sts representing various levels ofprofessional e.,-perience were intel;viewed to determine (a) how female occupational
therapists perceive caring and (b) the implications of
this peTception for professional role definitions
Results Participants' dai~)) professional work role
lUas determined l~J' three factors the intelpretation of
holistic philosophy in their everyday activities as occupational therapists, the ir~t7uence of tbeir caring attitude in hroadening their responsibilities beyond the
occupational therapists' role definition, and the mganizational settings in which their work took place
Conclusion. The seven participants had a broad
definition 0/ the scope 0/ their profeSSional responsibilities and experienced difficulty defining the limits of
their role. Caring is a central part of the occupational
therapists' role, therefore, perceptions about caring
are central to the role definition oj occupational
therapists.
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rofessionalism and the continuing search fex professional identity have been recurring themes in the
occupational therapy literature since the early
1960s Although being or becoming a profeSSion is generally considered a goal for occupational therapy, the word
professionalism has been used in many different ways in
the occupational therapy literature, and the concepts included in the term are not always well defined. This emphasis on professional identity and uniqueness, although
ostensibly driven by past and present reimbursement and
legislative issues, appears also to be a reaction to difficulties encountered in defining the profeSSion of occupational therapy, its scope of practice, and its intrinsic value.
These difficulties, and the concurrent search for a
unifving identity. may occur in part because many definitions of occupational thel'apy are broad and link the profession's domain of concern to almosl all areas of human
life (Devereaux, 1984; Hubbard. 1991, Lycett, 1991). The
all-inclusive and sometimes disparate definitions of the
profession's role, and the possible connection between
these clefinitions and the relatively Jow status or occupational therapy as perceived by some occupational therapists and by some other professionals, has disturbed
many occupational therapisrs (Breines, 1986: Fidler,
1979: Gilfoyle, 1984; Parker & Chan, 1986; Vogel, 1991;
Yerxa & Shan'ott, 1986) This article examines how female
occupational therapists perceive their role as professional caregivers and how rhey define this role in their own
even/day practice.
Discussion of professional role issues in the occupational therapy literature can be divided into two categories. The first category comprises authors who accept the
classic sociological definition of professions based on adherence to certain standards; according to this definition,
medicine and law are the only true professions (Parsons,
1954). Asserting that rhere is a continuum of professionalism rather than the dichotomous categmies of professions and non professions, these authors have analyzed
occupational therapy in rerms of its autonomy, commit·
ment, and educational requirements, as well as the other
salient characteristics identified by sociologists as belonging to professionals (Fidler, 1979; Gillette, 1979; Jongbloed, 1984; Mathewson, 1975). On the basis of these
analyses, they maintained that occupational therapy must
change with regard to some of these characteristics to
become more like a profession than like Etzioni's (1969)
definition of semi-Drofessions, which includes nursing,
teaching: ami social work.
The second CategOlY of discussion comprises authors who also accept the classic sociological definition
and admit that occupational therapy is not yet a fullFledged profession. These authors, however, emphasize
the critical role of occupational therapy research as the
primary way to validate occupational therapy's achievements and enhance its future status, thus ensuring thal it
will eventually he designated a profession (Gilfoyle &
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Christiansen, 1987; Grady, 1987; Johnson, 1981).
This search for models of professionalism to analyze
issues related to validation of a profession's role. definition, and status is not unique to occupational therapv: all
nonphysician medical professions engage in this quest.
However, the relevance of applying this mainstream ideology of professionalism to professions such as occupational therapy has been questioned by Breines (1988),
Cracknell (1989), and Sachs (1989). Furthermore, despite
the value of these discussions in the occu pational therapy
literature, some occupational therapists are still dissatisfied with analysis of the profession based on sociological
theories. The emphasis on models, theories, and research may neglect some of the work and humanistic
values of practicing occupational therapists involved in
direct care. Furthermore, such discussions may be perceived as dichotomizing theory and practice.
There appear to be two (ore professional identity
issues particularly relevant to occupational therapy that
underlie both of the foregoing categories of discussion
but are usually ignored or misinterpreted in the occupational therapy literature: (a) the consequences of occupational therapy being a predominantly female profession
(nearly 95% of occupational therapists are women
[American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA),
1993]) and (b) the relationship between the caring nature
of the work of occupational therapy (Devereaux, 1984;
GiJfoyle, 1980; King, 1980) and the meaning of caring in
the social, economic, and political climate in which this
caring work takes place. These two issues are intimately
related to one another and to the present and future
professional status of occupational therapy.
In thiS article the term caring is defined as "that
range of human experiences that have to do with feeling
concern for, and taking care of, the well-being of others"
(Graham, 1983, p. 14). Caring focuses on satisfying the
emotional and physical needs of the care receiver. Caring
is a complex concept, as it includes both labor (activity)
and an emotion (feeling) directed toward the preservation and growth of the person in need. Thus, caring encompasses concern for the entire spectrum of human
needs.
The concept of caring in the medical professions is
generally juxtaposed with the concept of curing. It has
been weJI documented (Bloom, 1965; Dreitzel, 1971; Duff
& Hollingshead, 1968; Eisenberg, 1977; Hawkins & Higgins, 1985) in medical, nursing, and other health care
literature that curing is the domain of physicians and
caring is the domain of other health care professionals.
These sources have also pointed out the positive value
placed on curing and the relatively low value placed on
caring.
This attitude toward caring follows the custom in
most Western societies of undervaluing and underpaying
for caring tasks, which are almost entirely assigned to and
assumed by women (Cahn, 1979; Deitch, 1980: Parry,

1983; Statham, Miller, & Mauksch, 1988). This devaluation of caring, combined with the designation of such
work as the natural work of women, historically enabled
societies to ignore the labor involved in caring and to
keep that labor socially and economically invisible It also
forced caregivers (who were primarily women) to take
care of others without receiving either positive societal
recognition for their actions or the necessalY resources to
carry out the caring work (Adams, 1971; Fisher & Tronto,
1990; Glazer, 1993; Ungerson, 1983). Many of the predominantly female professions actually originated as a
natural extension of these caring actiVities, with pan of
the caring labor transferred from the home (unpaid) to
the marketplace (paid) (Fisher & Tronto, 1990; Reverby,
1987).
Despite the compleXity of caring and its centrality in
women's personal and professional lives, only a few researchers have studied the experience of caregiving, and
almost none of them have done so from the professional
caregiver's perspective. Corley and Mauksch (1988), in
their research on nurses' caring work, claimed that the
professionalization of caring - in which caring was transformed from an activity carried out by women at home to
an occupation such as nursing - transferred many of the
societal attitudes about women's work from women's
personal lives to their public lives. They suggested that
behaviors needed for caring were devalued because they
were considered a natural endowment of women (i.e., a
natural by-product of female instinct) Corley ane!
Mauksch claimed that "a set of characteristiCS which otherwise woule! earn applause and prestige can be neutralized, if not triviaJized, when identified with the presumed
natural consequences of low status attributes" (1988, p.
136). Diamond (1988), in his research on nursing assistants, concluded that caring labor is not only trivialized
when carried over to the workforce, but also ignored. He
suggested that health care organi7.ations formalized the
invisibility of caring work through bureaucratic procedures. For example, he found that many of the necessalY
and time-consuming tasks involved with caring were not
listed in formal job descriptions or documented in activity
records. Tasks such as comforting a clying patient who is
in pain, persuading a patient to get dressed, or calming a
frustrated elderly person who is upset over the deterioraLion of his or her abilities could not be listed in the time
records of a caregiver's daily activities, because there
were no categories in which to place them Thus, these
unreported tasks were not counted as part of caregivers'
daily work.
The daily activities of most practiCing occupational
therapists, as documented in the literature, involve caring
(Devereaux, 1984; Gilfoyle, 1980: Huss, 1977; King,
1980) These authors considered caring the basis for the
profession's philosophy and practice, as it encompasses
the attitlldes and emotions required to excel as an occupational therapist. Because most occupational therapists
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are women and caring is closely associated with both the
personal and public dimensions of all women's lives (Adams, 1971; Fisher & Tronto, 1990; GiJligan, 1982; Graham, 1983), analyzing the caring character of occupational therapy work might reveal the sources and nature of
the distress many occupational therapists face relative to
their professional role. Therefore, to understand the
scope, nature, and reality of occupational therapists' professional caregiving, we examined the perceptions of selected female occupational therapists regarding their role
and the meaning they give to caring. The specific questions posed were how female occupational therapists
perceive their role as professional caregivers, and how
the coexistence of multiple and sometimes contradictory
meanings of caring affects these occupational therapists'
professional identity.

Method
This research was part of a larger qualitative study of the
perceptions of caring held by female occupational therapists. The methods and results of the larger study have
been reponed in an unpublished doctoral dissertation
(Sachs, 1989). This article repons on one of the four
themes that emerged: the scope of professional roles and
boundaries in occupational therapy.

Participants
Using the purposeful sampling method (Bogdan &
Knopp-Biklen, 1982), we selected for this stud\' seven
female occupational therapists from the New York City
metropolitan area who had been working in occupational
therapy for 5 to 25 years. These therapists represented a
variety of ages, levels of professional education, types of
work experience, work settings, patient populations
served, and professional functions (see Table l).

The sample size was determined by the principle of
saturated sample (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), in Which, after
each interview, data are analyzed to develop categories of
meaning. Saturation of the sample is defined as the point
at which the addition of new data from participants does
not provide new categories for the analysis or new information about each category. In this study, saturation of
the sample was evaluated by five external judges who
were qualitative researchers from other helping professions. After two in-depth interviews with each of the seven participants, the sample was found by the researchers
and the judges to be saturated

Procedure
At the first stage, one of the researchers conducted preliminary observations in two of the sL'C occupational therapy departments in which the interviews wouldlatel- rake
place. This step allowed her to become familiar with the
settings and 'With the professional culture and language,
thereby inueasing the credibility of data collection. Next,
using an in-depth ethnographic interview, the researchers interviewed all participants tWIce, for 1 to 2 hr each
timc. The interviews were unstructured but were based
on an interview gUide listing common issues ro be covered (Lofland & Lofland, 19t14; Spradlev, 1979). All interviews were conducted at the therapist's place of emplo\'ment and were recorc.!ed and transcribed verbatim for
later analysis. The first interview was guided by a list of
topics and questions in the intcrview guidc. The second
interview was conducted after an initial analysis of the
first interview. This second interview added to the uedihility of the data by providing an opportunitv for (a) persistent observation, in which relevant issues are clarified
and pursued and additional details are gathered, and (b)
member checks, in which the researcher's ideas and

Table 1
Description of Research Interviewees
Years of
Age Experience

.3'5

6

46

24

33
36
42

10

10
10

60

'5

47

25

Patient
Populalion Selvcd

Profcssional Education
Bachdor's degree,' graduate
student
Bachelor's dcgrcc," masler's
dcgrcc
Bachelor's dcgrcc," masler's
dcgrcc, donora I candidatc
Bachelor's dcg,·cc," graduate
sludent
Master's dcg,-ce"

Physical disahility/rchabilitarion
Phvsical dlsabilily/rehabilita(ion

Physical disability, developmental disability, cognitivc
disabilirv
Pedialric, phvsical disabilitv.
cJcvclopmclllalclisahililv
Adult developmenral disabil-

Professional Function

\Vork Sctling

SuperviSion, managemenl

Cirv hospital

Managcmcnt, surclvision,
consultation

City hospital

Dln....'u palient service, rnan-

Privatc practice

agernent, consultation
Direct paticnt service. super-

Public childrcn's hospital

vision

Management. supcrvision

ity

Bachelor's degree J

Long-term psychiatric

Direct parient service, supcr-

Bachclor's degree,J mastn's
degree

Shan- and long-lerm psychiatric

Management consultation. rcsearch. direct patient service

Stalc d<:vclopmcntal inslitution
Statc psychiatric hospital

vision

University mcdical ccmcr and
privatc practicc

"In OCCup,llional theraflY.
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working hypotheses are validated with the partiCipants
(Lincoln & Guba, 198'5).
The list of topics guiding the interviews was initiallv
drawn from issues identified in the occupational theralw
literatll1'e conccming the profession's role, functions, and
identity and from the literature about female caring. The
gUide was revised dUl'ing and after the earh' intelviews
anti was then evaluated bv six experienced occupational
therapists not involved in the reseal"dl. Following are two
examples from the interview guide:
• Please describe the activities you are involved in
during one working day. (Probe for- Why are vou
involved in these activities? Are they part of the
occupational thuapist role definition' Are they
involved with caring' What do vou like about
these activities' What are the difficulties vou confront in everydav work')
• Whm does caring mean to you) (Pmbe for -1s it
important to you in your personal or professional
life? Do you or others perceive you as a caring
person? 15 it important for you to be considered a
caring person»)

Dala AnCt/l'sis
Emerging categories of meaning were identiFieJ anJ coded ',.vith data from the first interviews. Data from later
interviews were coJeJ according to these categories anJ
were the bel.SiS for identifying new categories or eliminating old ones. This cyclic, interactive process determined
the final selection of the most salient and important categories of meaning for this study (Bogdan & Knopp-Biklen. 1982). 1n addition, the investigator kept detailed ficld
,tnd reflective analytical notes and a log describing the
process of developing the coding system. To strengthen
the tl'ustwonhiness of the data analysis, the transcribed
interviews and the reflective notes and log were used for
peer debriefing, in which the five extern;l! judges analyzed and evaluated the emerging findings and their
i ntcrpretatitllls.
The final coding system incJuded52 codes organized
into eight categuries as follows:
1. Elements of caring (time, doing the caring work,
emotional responsiveness, giVing beyond expectations, results of caring, sources of satisfaction,
tvpes of caring, limits of caring)
2. Conflicts anJ limitations of caring and professional coles
.3 Dealing with limitations
4. Self-perception (me) and caring
"J. Occupational therapy (my pl'Ofession) and caring
6. Gendet' role
7. Monerary compensation

8. 1nterprofessional and inrraprofessional relationships
Analvsis of these eight categories led to the emergerlCe of four main themes that incorporated the commonalities and differences in the perct'ptions of caring of
tilt' participants (Sachs 1989): (a) self-perception as a
caring person, (b) definition of professional caring, (c)
scope of professional roles and boundaries in occu pational therapy, and (d) contraJictions between caring and
conditions of caring. The results for the third theme are
presenteJ in the text that follows .

Results
Two dimensions were identified from the scope and
boundaries of the participants' professional activities.
The first was internal and related to how the participants
defined their roles as caring occupational therapists. The
second dimension was external and related to variables
affecting the participants' everyJay responsibilities at
work (e.g., the institutions at which they worked or the
other professionals with whom they worked).

Dej/ning Projes_\ional Role and Boundaries.' internal
Dimension
All participants had difficulty defining their occupational
therapy role. Their Jefinitions of their role were very
broad, but they used two primary criteria to guide their
role activities: a holistic approach and a commitment to
responding to patients' needs guided their definitions of
pmfessional role and boundaries, and a caring attitude
affected their professional role behaViors.
The first criterion seemed to be based on occupational therapy philosophy and practice. The participants
perceived holism, the philosophy on which occupational
therapy is baseJ, as a broad concern for patients' wellbeing; they considered responding to patients' needs as
the goal of the profession's treatment.
Three of the participants talked about the effect of
"being holistic" on their mle and activities. They described being holistic as an attitude and a perception of
patients that guided their actions in general. fu one said,
"We do everything. We want every piece of the pie because the person is a whole." Another participant clarified
what she meant bi' I)eing holistic, sai,ing
J hav~ a!IVa\'s beell comprehensive in my caring. I can't go to a
priVall' pa[i~ll[ and ,avo oka\·. you ,lr~ going [() be trea(~d in thi,
hour and then I \\'ill see VOL! next \V~~k. Who am J helping if I don'l
g~t !Jack [0 rh~ir hom~ envil'lmmenr ami if I don', gel back 1'0 the
peopl~ \\'ho ar~ invoh-~d' That', ",h\' I Sal' that as far a, I am
cOllcem~d. \\hen I take a l'as~ J take the whule.

Most of the participants defined the goal of occupational therapy as responding to patients' needs. One defined her treatment goal with the long-term psychiatric
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population as "trying to meet their needs." In contrast to
other professionals who treated the illness, she treated
patients' survival needs, such as basic hygiene and interpersonal communication, Because patients' needs evolve
and change, she described the scope of her I'ole as an
occupational therapist as being very bl'Oad, constantly
changing, and difficult to define, She treated anv problems that arose relative to the needs presented to her by
her patients, For example, when patients were to return
to their communit)! eJfter discharge, she felt responsible
for teaching them all the living skills needed to survive
there, because learning basic living skills (e.g" handling a
washing machine, preparing meals, entertaining friends,
and communicating with resource people in the commUnity) would enable patients to eventually take care of their
needs themselves,
Another partiCIpant identified the scope of her mle
as one thell evolved as patients' needs evolved; she llefined its boundaries in the same way, For eX8mple, in
describing what she was doing with one pariel1l, a woman
with a long history of mental illness, she said that hn role
as an occupational therapisl was to help the patient in all
areas that the patient could not manage:
I do a varic[~' of things wirh her. I IJiC811. I've g()n~ "hopping \\ llh
hcr 10 hclp her pick up c1Olhing, hclp hcr bUI furJ1}{LlIT, help hcr
handle hcr finance" stuff likc that. I uSlI,dh- go l<) hcr apartmcnt
oncc a month in orucl' to sec h(}\\ thing., MC goini-( Lhcrc bccausc
thnc i> a hisrul"\' of a 101 of chaos. alld 11\ ill mcct 1\ iL h her ,mel hcr
mother when hel' 111mhn i, In to" 11, ,lI1d I\T I\'ill hal'c dinncI'
togethcr, thc thrcc of us.... l3l1t on thc othcr hand therc I\'a, ;1
point at which ,he took grcat pride in IlOt Ilccding mc to go I\'ilh
hl'r. ... Hcr situation \\"ill (lcfinL' nl.~' limlt:-, ~\'ithlll l'L':ISOIl, lmcan, I'm
nm available to scc hcr even' ciaI'. altJ1Clugll I \I ill ,>ec Iwr <1,
frcqucmly as ii's nccessa,y, bUlthcrc MC ccrtainltl11ih in rcrills of
whar's rc:rsonable fr01ll a pr<li'essional point of l'iCl\'

Therefore, defining what was professionally reasonable was not easy for this participant, Her professional
activities expanded because she did not warn to limit
patients when they had needs that she believell she coulel
deal with, However, despite difficulties in delineating and
delimiting their activities and role, both of these participants seemed to reach a point at which the\' relied on
their status as professionals to help them set limits on the
scope of their caregiving,
Being holistic and responding to patients' needs
seemed similar when translated into practice: when participants talked about treating a person as a whole, the\'
usuaJly referred to attending to patient< COll1lJrehensive
needs, Regardless of which concept was used, llefining
the boundaries of their occupational therap\' role W;IS
difficult for the participants because of the broad range of
activities that that role included,
The second criterion, a caring attitude, W;1S related
to a personal characteristic, All participants mentioned
that because they were caring pCl"sons, the scope of their
role ineVitably broadeneel Because they cared fm theil'
patients, the participants made themselves available to
and were responsible for patients far be\'onc! theil" per-

ceived professional role definition. As one participant
sai<J: "Probablv the more vou Cal"e, the more responsibility you will take for the [patient], outside of your strict
role responsibilities,"
Thus, accmding to the participants' perceptions,
they had enormous responsibilities and tasks, One participant, who was in private practice, went to even greater
extremes than did other participants, Her caring responsibilities went beyond both time and monetary limitations
and beyond professional and institutional requirements,
For her, c,lI'ing involved doing "extra" things,
i\"Il unclcr,tanuing of caring is I'OU h:rI'C it in thc therapl' :\I1d
outsiclc the therapv.lf;tnq!ling h,tppcns in that person's Itfc thcl'
can call IllC :llld I sit clem n :Jnd help thcm lI'ork il Oul ()I' 1:t1k [()
thenl J])our It:.

There'.)

!lO[ a Gll'illg PCllll(

"'here it

q~1n .... ;lnd eJld~

afler I'our -is"1ll1l11ltC or ["hour SC'-'IOJl i.> ol'n Thcl" kne)\\ thcI
Gill (tUllC 1'0 1l1C ~1I1\' time thc~' \'"ant., ,\\."hen Ill\' lrC~llIIK'Il( ..;c:-,,,ion
i' ()I'CI', cIc.'pitc Ihc fau th:[[ IL i" ("'cr il i, nClCI' l'c:JiIl ()In

Being caring and treating patients' needs involved
the participanb in a large number of t~tsks, somc of which
went bevonc\ the definition of their role. Being involved in
all these t8sks wa.~ acceptable to them, because the broZld
scope of profes:-'ional responsibilit\" ami the personal
qU:-llitv of caring, although sometimes overwhelming,
gave the l)anicipants manv advantages in working with
patients, The\' provided therapy that satisfied their own
undcrstanding of what is professionally t'ight. Consequentlv, the" gained p~ltietlts' trLlst Zlnc\ cooperation in
the thel"al)\" process and felt competent.

E,-,er)'da.l' Responsibilifies af 'X/ork. EXfC7'ual
Dimension
The work for which the participants felt I'espotbihle was
affenednot onh" hv theit' perception~ of the professional
role, but also bv the organizational ,~etting of their work"
place and lw the division of Iabot' within the health care
team,
Three panicipants bdie\'ed that the\' had to take on
additional I'esponsibilities for patient care while working
within the' hierat'chically org'1I1it.cd medical modeL because thi~ model docs not emphasize pmients" well-being. These responsibilities inueased even more in ,~tate
and City facilities that did not seem "vcr\' caring" in theil'
treatment of persons of lower socioeconomic StatuS,
One panicqiam worked in a hospital with children
from a lower socioeconomic group who had physical an(1
developmental disabilities, She cited the lack of availabilitv ami caring on the part of manv profe,ssionals Jnd the
inability of parents to cope with their children's disabilities and with the medical system as reasons for taking on
additional res["Jonsibilities outside her mle, These responSibilities inducleel scheduling ambulance trJnsportation, dealing with social sel\lices, taking cal'e of parents'
needs and anxieties, and representing parents to plwsicians. Because she would not allow anvthing to "slip be-
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tween the cracks," she engaged in what she termed com-

pensat01'y responsibilitv (i.e, taking on responsibilities
outside her role).
At the same time, this participant claimed that physicians considered themselves the primary responsible figure in the treatment; legally they were the most accountahle, and therefore the physicians thought that aU other
professionals were there to help them. This put her in a
paradoxical situation in which she considered herself responsible for patients' comprehensive care, but physicians considered her to he their helper.
Two other participants who worked in state institutions with long-term populations also took on compensatory responsihilities to offset the lack of caring in the
system (i.e., hospital management) and the unavailahility
of other professionals such as physicians and social workers. These participants assumed tasks such as listening to
patients when patients felt the need to talk, talking to key
people in the community to find out what the community
had to offer a patient after discharge, and locating resources to develop a feeding program for patients.
Another participant descrihed how, even within the
same institution, the organizational setting within which
the treatment program occurs influences the division of
labor and the responsibilities of the occupational therapist. In her medical center, occupational therapists in the
outratient psychiatry program had an imrortant role and
major responsihility. Their status in the multidisciplinary
health care team was equal to that of others; occupational
therapists served as primary therapists and placed occupational therapy treatment goals on patients' protocols.
In contrast, in the inpatient unit, the occupational therapists' role was considerably narrowed and very specific to
conform to physicians' medical goal of curing patients'
symptoms.
Most of the participants claimed that the medical
model orientation was not limited to physicians. Other
professionals, such as physical therapists, psychologists,
nurses, and sometimes even social workers, focused
mainly on ratients' symptoms and neglected many other
areas. These occupational therapists undertook the neglected responsihilities and found themselves involved
with patients' families and with community services to a
degree greatly beyond the occupational therapist's role.
One participant, hecause no one else did it, took on,
without any compensation, the responsihility of coordinating treatment goals among the different professionals
involved with her private patients. Another participant
working in a city rehabilitation hospital reported that
when she took on certain responsihilities for patients'
comprehensive needs because of her holistic orientation,
other rrofessionals assigned her even more responsihilities. She suggested that her hehavior was convenient to
the institution in which she worked and to her colleagues
on the rehabilitation team and led to further institutional
pressures to expand her role. She stated that although it

was satisfying to he needed, the result was an acute sense
of role diffusion.
Working in institutions organized according to the
medical model resulted in differing descriptions of the
scope of occupational therapy. For some participants the
role was narrowed, whereas for others, responsibilities
increased. At the same time, occupational therapists were
involved in activities beyond their role definition hecause
other professionals such as physicians, rsychologists,
and social workers were not available or were not functioning according to what the participants thought these
other professionals should he doing.

Discussion
In-depth interviews of seven occupational therapists provided an understanding of the scope of their professional
activities and how they defined the role of a caring occupational therapist. It was clear that they all had difficulty
delineating the houndaries of their role. These difficulties
stemmed from three factors: (a) their interrretation of
the holistic philosophy in their every activity as occupational therapists, (b) the nature of their caring work as
broadening their activities beyond the strict occupational
therapy role definition, and (c) the characteristics of the
organizational settings in which their work took place.
The first two factors can he perceived as intrinsic to the
participants' professional understanding and personal attitudes. The third factor relates to the environment in
which they worked.
Holism is the underlying philosophy of professional
principles, theories, and practice in occu pational therapy
(Devereaux, 1984; Hubbard, 1991;Johnson, 1981; Mosey,
1981; Wish-Baratz, 1988). Wish-Baratz claimed that holism has heen established as a norm in the profession
through the use of the term biopsychosocial to define the
model of health. The word holism, however, is often used
generally to refer to an understanding of human beings
and to define how to take care of them, without an analysis of its meaning when translated into actual human
service practice (Hubbard, 1991). According to Hubbard,
the difficulties in applying holism to occupational therapy
practice arise "because therapists have tried to treat all
the person all at once" (1991, p. 417). Congruent with the
occupational therapy literature, most of the research participants used holism as a has is for defining their role.
Nevertheless, as Hubbard suggested, they interpreted the
idea of holism as requiring practitioners to take care of
and he involved in all aspects of patients' lives. This interpretation Jed to role strain, especially with the populations with severe impairments with whom all the participants worked.
The occupational therapy domain of concern includes a wide range of human performance necessary for
survival. A comparison of the participants' definition of
their professional role with Mosey's (1981) definition of
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the profession can help uetennine whether the participants functioned within the prevailing norms of the occupational therapy role. J\ilosey defined occupational therapy's focus of intervention as clients' life tasks, or "all of
those activities one must be able to perform to meet his
or her own needs and to be a contributing member of a
community" ('J 981, p. 6) When Mosey's uefinition of professional intervention was compared with the participants' description of their everyday practice, it became
clear that they understood the conceptual base of occupational therapy as applied in their everyday practice.
The use of holism and patients' needs as the focus of
intervention could be a source of both weakness and
strength in occupational therapy practice. AJthough using
a broad professional definition to gUide the scope of occupational therapy's role raises difficulties in defining the
profession's boundaries, such a broad definition enables
occupational therapists to understancl their patients as
whole human beings in the context of their environment.
The Illandate to perceive patients holistically was seen by
the panicipants as a major advantage in understanding
patients and proViding valid answers to their comprehensive needs, despite the broad scope of responSibilities
thiS mandate engendered.
The nature of caring work also contributes to the
broad scope of occupational therapists' professional role.
As preViously mentioned, caring for persons' needs
historically had been considered a female role (Gilligan,
1982; Graham, 1983). Listing all the responsibilities and
tasks in which the research participants were involved
(e.g., listening to patients, teaching patients to get
dressed and to care how thev looked, teaching patients to
communicate with and to trust people, and shopping
with patients) showed that many of the tasks belonged to
the traditional caring work of women within their private
(home) and public (work) domaim (Adams, 1971, Corley
& Mauksch, 1988; Fisher & Tronto, 1990) The panicipants described how th<:y \Vne involved with caring tasks
that went beyond formal definitions of the occupational
therapist's role ancl institutional requirements, beyond
time limitations, and sometimes beyond financial considerations. Apparently. when their employers (lid not pmviele them with <:nough resoul-ces to cal-e, thev did \vhat
women have been traditionally expected to do: thev absorbed the COStS (fisher & 'l'ronto, 1990)
This association between occupational therapy work
and women's traditional labor seemed to influence the
panicipants' perceptions of their professional role and
image. This association merits further investigation and
serious consideration by the profession, especiallv in
light of the low s<:lf-imag<: found among occupational
ther3pists in some studies (Parker & Chan, 1986).
Six of the seven participants worked in health care
institutions. In general, most professionJl caregiving
takes place in institutions and is organized bureJucratically_ The lack of CJre by other.s, the division of responsibility

in institutions on the basis of the medical mouel, and the
focus on patients' medical needs emerged as the most
critical external factors affecting the participants' professional work.
Fisher and Tronto (1990) claimed that caregiving is
problematic in bureaucracies. Similarly, most of the participants thought that patients were not the actual focus
of interest in health care institutions and that no one took
the responsibility for looking after patients' comprehensive needs. Participants discussed the noncaring attitude
that characterizes many health care institutions. Most
stated that other professionals were interested only in
limited aspects of patients' conditions and that some
members of the health care team wel-e not always available when patients needed them. Some of the participants believed, therefore, that they had to bridge the gap
between the patients' needs and the institutionalized
organization of caring.
Working in institutions that incorporated the medical model addecl ,1 complex and sometimes demanding
dimension to the bureaucratiC organization of the participants' professional work An increase in informal responsibilitv along with a decrease in professional role represented a paradox that medical model-based institutions
imposed on the partiCipants. Participants believed that
the medical model narrowed the attention not only of
physicians, but sometimes also of psychologists and social workers, toward a focus on the patient's disease. This
medical orientation widened the gap between patients'
comprehensive needs, which went beyond treating symptoms and curing disease, and institutionalized caring. A5 a
result, most participants believed that as occupational
therapists, thev Should take on additional Glring responsibilities. At the same time, some participants believed
that working in institutions that incorporated the medical
model decreased their professional power and authority.
The sole partici pant \vho was in private practice experienced a different kinel of role elaboration. Her ability
to be available to her patients whenever they needed her,
even when this involved an extreme effort on her part,
may have been possible because of the lack of bureaucratic constraints (i.e., external harriers) imposed by an organizational structure, which may limit a therapist's involvement with patients.
Because qualitative methodology is sometimes used
to uncover the meanings of complex, contradictory, or
newly researched phenomena without a commitment to
cover the entire area studied, sample size is often small
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Lofland & Lofland, 1984) The
seven participants, although thc)' represented a variety of
professional experiences and realities, were a purposeful
sample and did not represent the entire range of the
profession's realitv. Thus, the sample size, which was
appropriate for the methodology but small in actual numbers, must be considered when generaliZing the results of
this rcsearch.
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The rarticipants were not the passive recipients of
responsibilities anel tasks that were neglected by others.
Instead, they activelv took on these responsibilities and
felt empowered by being caring persons. They believed
that they were needed and appreciated by patients and
that they made changes for the berter in patients' lives.
They were satisfied with their work and felt empowered
by the control they had in directing their work on the
hasis of their professional skills and knowledge and their
emotional involvement with patients. Theil' skills were
sometimes appreciated by other professionals. Despite
the knowledge of their power, however, the participants
did not express feelings of professional strength. This
apparent inconsistency may be related to society's low
appreciation of both caring work and women's work, and
to women's internalization of this view.

Conclusion
The seven participants had difficulty delineating the
boundaries of their rrofessional role because the scope
of their professional work was determined by their definition of occupational therapy work, by their understanding of caring, and hy the professional organization of the
institutions in which they worked. For this group of occupational therapists, the criteria defining the role of occupational therapy did not provide clear gUidance regarding
how to delineate its houndaries. Although they enjoyed
the freedom inherent in having flexible boundaries, most
of them expressed feelings of discomfort that this very
openness led to role diffusion, which caused them stress.
The process of rrofessional caring includes taking responsibility for fulfilling patients' comprehensive needs
in institutions employing the hureaucratic structures and
ideology of the medical model. The broad definitions of
their professional roJe thus caused the occupational
therapists both satisfaction and distress.
This research has linked two dimensions of the profession that have an effect on the role of occupational
therapy: the fact that occurational therapy is a predominantly female profession and the centrality of caring in
occupational therapy work. During the course of the research it became clear that caring has been a central part
of the occupational therapy role, and because of this, the
perceptions about caring held by occupational therapists
are central to the definition of the role of occupational
therapy.
The search for professional identity has engaged occupational therapists for decades. Some consider uniqueness to be a critical component of rrofessional status.
Linking the role of caring and the meaning for occupational therapy of being a predominantly female profession adds new dimensions to this task and suggests a
different way of valUing the unique contribution occupational therapists make to health care provision. When
these dimensions are recognized as central to the profes-

sion's practice, occupational therapists can view and value the professional role of occupational therapy in a way
that incorporates the process of caring and the experiences of occupational therapists in their everyday practice .•
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